A remedy for the medical error epidemic through improved accountability measures

Abstract

Background: Medical errors have become an epidemic in the United States. This article aims to address the history of medical errors and the root cause of medical errors, while offering solutions to improve accountability; thus, decreasing medical errors. The argument in this paper is threefold; first the notion of medical errors is examined in depth, next current accountability measures within healthcare organizations are discussed, and lastly solutions for creating an environment which fosters a positive atmosphere of accountability is discussed. The article examines medical errors in depth and the impact of the secrecy of medical errors. This article also addresses current medical error accountability measures that healthcare systems and the associated flaws with the current accountability measures. Solutions for improving accountability are offered; such as improving communication and disclosure procedures. Several models, policies, and programs such as The Lexington Model, Sorry Work!, apology laws, and employee performance standards are discussed as solutions to helping create transparent environments within health care organizations.

The rudimentary purpose of this paper is to acknowledge that a lack of medical error accountability hinders the ability to learn from past mistakes, thus putting patients in unnecessary danger.
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Introduction

It is a scenario that happens behind closed doors all too often in hospitals across America: A 9month-old boy presents to the hospital with a fever and cold symptoms. Blood cultures are drawn and Tylenol is administered, an hour after the Tylenol begins to work the baby appears to be progressing well, so the doctor sends him home with the diagnosis of an upper respiratory infection. The following day, the lab notifies the doctor that the patient’s labs were positive for sepsis and meningitis. The baby is brought back to the hospital and admitted to the intensive care unit; he survives but he suffers neurological devastation and ultimately leaves the hospital with a tracheostomy and feeding tube. The chief resident asks to speak to the doctor, noting that he drew a white cell blood count and never checked it before sending the boy home; had the doctor checked the white cell blood count the child would have received antibiotics and would have presumably returned to his normal state of health. The chief resident suggested this error be kept between the two of them. Unfortunately medical error cases such as the one described have become the rule, not the exception.

This becomes ethically significant as patients are being deceived and are not receiving transparent communication regarding their care and physicians are repeating these preventable errors because they are not being reported and remedied. Research ranging from 10-15 years ago reported a lack of governmental reporting agency for medical errors, and the problem still exists today. While the Center for Disease Control (CDC) allows physicians to include medical errors on a death certificate, it does not include medical errors in published death totals; as the underlying cause of death is predominantly considered the cause of death.\(^2\) The World Health Organization (WHO) reported in 2011 that your chances of being subjected to a medical error while in a hospital are 1 in 10, your chances of dying from a medical error in health care is 1 in 300.\(^3\) An unethical mentality has developed within healthcare organizations that foster an environment of secrecy when it comes to properly reporting medical errors, as healthcare workers do not want to be the “bad apples” of the organization. This silence regarding medical errors has made it increasingly difficult to discover the root cause of errors and thus has hindered the ability of health care organizations to develop effective error prevention strategies. The aim of this paper will be to examine how improved accountability measures within health care organizations can help to moderate the current medical error epidemic that America is facing. The argument in this paper will be threefold; first, the notion of medical errors will be examined in depth, next current accountability measures within healthcare organizations will be discussed, and lastly solutions for creating an environment which fosters a positive atmosphere of accountability will be discussed.

Medical errors

Errors in medicine have been around as long as medicine has been practiced. Greek medical texts dating back to the time of Hippocrates describe stories of different medical errors, all which place blame on the physician for the error.\(^4\) Although the CDC does not recognize medical errors as a leading cause of death, researchers have concluded that medical errors should be listed as the third leading cause of death in the United States. Medical errors would fall behind heart disease and cancer. Prima facie, it appears that doctors and medical staff are careless and negligent, leading to more medical errors. Many times, fingers are pointed at providers for errors, yet medical errors are often the result of organizational systems letting providers down. There are many error prone areas in medicine and while physicians are responsible for making sure these errors do not happen at the medical care level, healthcare organizations must also be prepared to address these errors at the organizational level.\(^5\) This portion of the paper will seek to explore the medical error epidemic and the impact of the secrecy of medical errors on the health care system.

The medical error epidemic

Medical errors have recently gained attention for their contribution to morbidity and mortality in the healthcare system.\(^6\) Understanding
how often medical errors are still occurring today is important to understanding the wrath of the epidemic that is upon us. It can be estimated that approximately 1 in 10 hospital admissions will result in an adverse event, approximately half of which are preventable. One third of these adverse events result in minor harm or permanent disability. The unit you are admitted to in the hospital will also determine how many errors you may be vulnerable to. It is estimated that the average ICU patient has 1.7 errors in their care per day and the average hospitalized patient has at least one medication error per day. The Institute of Medicine, types of medical errors, and organizational problems that allow for medical errors will be discussed in conjunction with the medical error epidemic.

The Institute of Medicine

In 1999 when The Institute of Medicine (IOM) published To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System, efforts to address patient safety began to emerge as the report not only identified the problem, but also provided a tangible solution. Prior to this report it was considered that medical errors were an inevitable part of medicine that would occur if there were doctors practicing bad medicine. The IOM report found that medical errors were not necessarily the direct result of bad providers. The report found through their research that there were large numbers of medication errors, communication problems (specifically in intensive care units), the patient discharge process was lacking proper structure, and instruments were being left in surgical patients despite count backs supposedly occurring. In short; everywhere you turned in the medical field errors were occurring from a blatant lack of patient safety initiatives and proper disclosure procedures. The IOM report intended to lay out a strategic plan for dealing with this serious health care epidemic. The report noted that although there is no single solution, a combination of solutions could be the answer to a safer health system bearing in mind that although committing errors is part of human nature, it is also part of a human nature to construct solutions to problems. Although this report was published over a decade ago it was a pioneer report in addressing the medical error problem and laying the groundwork for possible solutions to the problem. The problem with the epidemic of medical errors today is that there is essentially a lack of action to deteriorate the problem. Some scholars criticize the IOM report saying that its death toll estimates from medical errors are over estimated. Yet, the estimates for medical mistakes noted in the IOM report are most likely an undercount. Only mistakes recorded by the physician in a patient’s medical record were used for the IOM report, and physicians typically document medical errors less than 30 percent of the time. The estimate from the IOM report can also be considered an undercount because the numbers reported by the IOM report don’t include deaths from mistakes that occurred outside of the hospital atmosphere such as; outpatient surgery centers, family physician offices, or other specialty physician offices. Essentially no information exists on deaths or injuries from preventable medical mistakes outside of the hospital atmosphere.

Types of Medical Errors

For this paper it is important to understand that there is a wide range of different types of medical errors, some of which occur much more frequently than others. The term medical error is a broad term which embraces many different types of errors and events that might occur in the medical field, making the term difficult to define. For the sake of this paper the most appropriate description of a medical error will rest on the notion of due care. Due care is a legal doctrine that recognizes that certain medical professionals may inflict harm while engaging in lawful and professional medical care, yet the medical professional can only be liable for the inflicted harm if the standard of due care was not met. Thus, a medical error can be defined as “an unwarranted failure of action or judgment to accommodate the standard of care.” The different types of medical errors will be discussed.

There are different types of events that can occur in association with medical errors. A mistake occurs when an act ensues as planned, but the plan fails to achieve the intended outcome due to the planned action being incorrect. When a mistake occurs, there is generally a lack of knowledge or the situation is assessed incorrectly and a failure to correctly plan is the source of the mistake. An example of a mistake in health care would be a physician prescribing the wrong type of medication because the patient’s diagnosis is wrong; the situation in this case was not correctly assessed and therefore the action plan cannot be correct. An adverse event is an injury or harm that results from medical care yet an adverse event may occur when a patient accepts possible complications from a surgery, therefore a distinction must be made between preventable adverse events and non-preventable adverse events. Preventable adverse events are negligent adverse events. Errors may also occur that do not result in an adverse event but rather in a near miss, such as when a patient who is allergic to a medication receives that medication but does not have an allergic reaction. Medication errors are one of the most common types of medical errors in health care. The notion of “death by decimal” has been used to describe how deadly medical errors can be as misreading a medication dosage can be a lethal mistake. Medication errors are so abundant because of the amount of medications available and the inability of physicians to remember all medications, their purposes, their side effects, and their interactions with other drugs. Others speculate that medication errors occur so often due to the amount of steps it takes to actually distribute the medicine to the patient and the amount of prescriptions that are written a year, yet medication errors are typically not properly reported. It is estimated that there are approximately 50-100 steps between a doctor’s decision to prescribe a certain medication and the actual administration of the medicine to the patient. The chance of an error occurring with so many steps in between is 39 percent. It is estimated that 5 percent of hospital patients experience at least 1 adverse drug event during their hospitalization. It has been found that in 1 to 20 hospital admissions can be traced to medication problems; many of which are preventable. In general, medication errors are often preventable. Medications typically happen when the wrong drug name or dosage form is used, when a patient is given a drug from a class of drugs they are allergic to, or when calculations or decimal points are incorrect. Surgical errors are also a prevalent type of medical errors. The Utah-Colorado study found that 45 percent of all adverse events were in surgical patients and of those, 17 percent resulted from negligence and another 17 percent resulted in permanent disability for the patient. In summary; 3 percent of patients who underwent surgery suffered from an adverse event, half of which were preventable adverse events. Wrong site or wrong patient surgeries are considered “never errors” yet; The Joint Commission Center on Transforming Healthcare recently reported that there are still as many as 40 wrong site, wrong side, and wrong patient operations happening weekly in the United States. Wrong site, wrong side, wrong patient surgeries happen at an alarming rate for being “never errors” making it nearly impossible to believe that there are that many careless surgeons working in healthcare today, the procedures for surgery must be improved within organizations. The Joint Commission has endorsed the use of the Universal Protocol to
prevent wrong site and wrong patient surgeries. Surgeons are to “sign their site” or mark the surgical site with ink, yet this solution is not always fool proof. Some surgeons will place an X on the surgical site while others will place an X on the opposite limb as to say “don’t cut here.”22 Surgical teams are also supposed to take a “time out” before performing surgery to discuss the patient and the type of surgery to be performed, yet this does not always happen due to a lack of follow up at the organizational level.21 Retained surgical instruments are also a problematic surgical error that relies on a faulty system of checks for prevention. Retained sponge cases happen at the frequency of about 1 per every 10,000 surgical cases which equals approximately one case per large hospital in the United States a year. Counting of surgical instruments is supposed to be done at the beginning of surgery and at the end of surgery, but sometimes this does not always happen because it is not organizationally regulated. It has also been shown that surgical teams will count multiple times, agree to the count, and document the count, yet surgical instruments are still left behind even though the team agreed to the count.24

Medical errors also occur as a direct result of a lack of teamwork and communication within organizations. Poor communication is often to blame for medication errors as the prescription is either incorrectly or ineligible written or patients do not understand prescription directions.23 Patients also often see a handful of care providers during their stay in the hospital and if organizations are lacking proper communication and information hand off strategies than pertinent information regarding the patient may go unbeknownst to important care providers. It is not uncommon for a patient to be discharged when they still have test results pending, because the discharge professional is unaware of the pending test results.26 The Joint Commission has demonstrated that communication blunders are the most common cause of medical errors. For example, a patient who was full code was not resuscitated because the doctor pulled the wrong chart and thought the patient was no code. The patient’s nurse thought that the doctor’s information was wrong, but decided against questioning him due to his authority. The patient ended up dying as a result. Due to the perceived hierarchy within the healthcare organization the young nurse felt that it would be inappropriate to speak up against a physician, resulting in a tragic medical error.27 It is clear that medical errors are abounding as errors can happen in every aspect of medical care. It is imperative to understand the error prone areas of medicine for the sake of this paper so it can be understood just how frequently and likely errors are to occur. Organizational problems that allow for medical errors will be discussed next.

Organizational problems that allow for medical errors

Many medical errors occur as the result of organizational systems letting providers down.28 In order to truly resolve medical errors the root of the problem must be fixed at the organizational level.29 Health care organizations are essentially a breeding ground for errors as they can be poorly organized, don’t ensure that their physicians have the most current medical records for patients, or they don’t have effective systems in place that ensure physicians obtain the test results they order. Hospital staff members are typically overworked within health care organizations, there is poor communication between staff taking care of the same patient, and budget pressures from the organization force medical staff to cut corners.29 Organizational ethics must include management oversight that leads to doing the right thing, or else vision and mission statements that do not result in more ethical performance by staff members are seen as a waste of time and resources.25 The ethical climate of a health care organization is reliant upon all of the different employees within the organization such as; the board of directors, administrators, medical staff, clinical staff, hourly employees, and even the patients themselves.30 One of the most pertinent organizational problems that generate medical errors is the notion that many times the medical staff is understaffed and overworked. Medical errors are likely to occur when residents and doctors who are still in training are inadequately supervised and get in over their heads. It is no secret that a lack of sleep has been directly linked to catastrophic events, in fact many professions have regulations in place for workers where sleep deprivation might affect their performance; such as an airline pilot. The health care field on the other hand is different; the healthcare field typically uses sleep deprivation as a rite of passage for physicians to exemplify their stamina within the profession. In a survey of medical resident’s 70 percent said they have witnessed a colleague working in an impaired condition caused by sleep deprivation. Sleep deprivation has profound effects on the human body; effects that are similar to being drunk. Researchers have found that when people are awake for more than 17 hours their cognitive psychomotor performance was similar to that of someone with a blood alcohol level of 0.05 percent. When a person is awake for more than 24 hours their performance was equivalent to a blood alcohol level of 0.10 percent. Not only does a physician’s performance wane when they are exhausted, but their ability to empathize also diminishes as they typically have less energy to deal with other people’s problems.33 One study found that residents who averaged less than 2 hours of sleep within a 32 hour period made nearly twice as many errors reading ECGs. Another study found that medical residents who were working traditional 24-30 hour shifts in the intensive care unit were five times were likely to commit a serious diagnostic error than when their shifts were limited to 15 hours.34 Understaffing is also problematic for health care organizations. According to the American Hospital Association in 2004 one in seven hospitals in the United States reported being understaffed with nurses. It has also been shown that the more patients a nurse have, the more likely errors are to occur. One study found that surgical patients had a 31 percent greater chance of dying in the hospital when the nurses cared for more than 7 patients at a time. It has been estimated that 20,000 deaths in the United States can be attributed to nurses being understaffed in hospitals.35

Another organizational problem that leads to medical errors is a lack of communication between different providers. Many errors are the direct result of a breakdown of communication within the organization. Members of the medical staff will often not question a doctor even if they feel they might be making a mistake due to the perceived hierarchy adopted from within the organization. Typically, within an organization no training exists to teach these different medical providers how to work together and how to properly communicate.36 Hand off errors can occur when the different departments of the health care organization do not work together as a cohesive group. There is substantial evidence that suggests that the quality of teamwork within a health care organization will ultimately determine if patients receive appropriate in a prompt and safe manner.37 Often a culture of low expectations can emerge from within health care organizations. When a culture of low expectations emerges the employees of the organization come to expect that the organization is faulty and therefore red flags within the system are typically ignored, because they are not seen as being unusual. This often creates a repetitive culture of poor communication thus leading to the possibility of medical errors.38 This portion of the paper has sought to explore the realm of medical errors; the impact of the secrecy of medical errors will be discussed next.
The impact of the secrecy of medical errors

A prevailing and unethical norm in medicine that dates to ancient Greek times is the notion that medical errors should not be disclosed, in fact one scholar notes that in dozens of accounts of medical errors in ancient Greek texts, none of those accounts advocate telling the patient or the patient’s family about the error; still the norm for today. The tradition of non-disclosure may have been passed on from ancient times, but it is a tradition that has worn thin and has had stark implications on the quality of health care in America today. How medical errors are kept secret, fear of litigation, and defensive medicine will all be discussed.

How medical errors are kept secret

In 1986 Congress implemented the National Practitioner Data Bank as a central clearinghouse for information about doctor’s and other health care professionals. The National Practitioner Data Bank is the only national source of information regarding actions taken against doctors, yet it is inaccessible to the public. The data bank does not contain information about exact medical mistakes, but it does contain information on health care professionals how have been named in a medical malpractice settlement. The National Practitioner Data Bank appears to be a valiant solution in collecting information regarding medical errors, yet hospitals and health care organizations are notorious for not reporting adverse actions to anyone, let alone the National Practitioner Data Bank. Since the data bank was established over 60 percent of hospitals have never reported any adverse actions. In fact, fewer than 1,000 disciplinary actions are reported yearly. Hospitals add to the code of secrecy surrounding medical errors by taking advantage of the loopholes of the NPDB such as restricting the privileges of physicians for only 29 days, to avoid the reporting requirements for physicians restricted for 30 days or more.

The failure of hospitals and health care organizations to report errors to a congress implemented clearing house speaks volumes about the way hospitals, health care organizations, and health care professionals view transparency in the medical field which creates a vicious cycle of covering up medical errors instead of discovering the root problem. The typical culture within a healthcare organization is that nobody asks about medical errors, and therefore nobody tells. Hospitals are required by law to check the National Practitioner Databank before hiring physicians, but this is not effective in weeding out negligent physicians if hospitals do not properly report to the data bank. To avoid confrontation hospitals typically let doctors who have been found negligent or have had misconduct within the work place quietly resign, allowing the same negligent physician to work for a different health care organization. In 2002 Pennsylvania established the Pennsylvania Medical Care Availability and Reduction of Error (MCARE) Act. The act requires Pennsylvania hospitals to report all serious medical error events in which they have collected over 400,000 reports and create a quarterly newsletter that addresses the important errors. Even if hospitals do have reporting systems for errors, they must act on the reports that they do receive. The American Medical Association (AMA) notes that medical error disclosure is ethically mandatory as error disclosure respects the fiduciary nature of the physician-patient relationship. Error disclosure is also ethically necessary because patients have the right to pertinent information regarding their health care so they can make informed decisions, which they cannot do if they are being deceived by the physician. Yet, in the event of a medical error many physicians and health care organizations will either lie or refuse to discuss the error, or they will explain what happened in a way that does not call direct attention to the error. In general health care organizations foster an environment that encourages health care professionals to cover up their errors, creating a vicious cycle of repetitive errors. One of the reasons for this culture of secrecy is the fear of litigation, which will be discussed next.

Fear of Litigation

Health care organizations; among others, have construed the idea that there are hundreds of thousands of medical liability law suits a year and only a small amount of genuine medical errors. Yet, the opposite is true. There are very few medical negligence lawsuits and far more medical errors. There appears to be an epidemic of medical malpractice, not law suits. This false impression of an abundance of medical lawsuits and a few medical errors comes from the American hospital system itself, in which hospitals typically try to cover up medical mistakes. Between 2004 and 2006 the number of medical pay outs from medical negligence cases was 38,363 in contrast the number of deaths due to preventable medical errors was estimated to be 238,337; exemplifying a gross difference between the amount of medical errors that occur and the amount of people that sue. A 2006 study conducted at Harvard University found that people tend to over-exaggerate the amount of medical law suits that occur. The researchers at Harvard found that very few medical lawsuits without merit were filed, and if they were filed they rarely received compensation. Very few of the claims where no errors were found were rewarded, in fact the research indicated the exact opposite; the non-payment of claims that did involve errors happened much more frequently. The idea that patients will be able to sue physicians for frivolous claims and win is not realistic. Often when health care organizations cover up medical errors, they do not stay covered up as the errors will eventually compromise the safety of the entire organization.

Defensive medicine

Defensive medicine as it is most simply defined is the notion that doctors order unnecessary tests and medical procedures for patients to avoid medical malpractice lawsuits. Defensive medicine is claimed to stem from the liability concerns of physicians (which have been discussed to be over-exaggerated) thus leading to the unnecessary overuse of healthcare resources. Defensive medicine is essentially selfish in nature as it stems from the physician’s desire to protect them from litigation. Defensive medicine does not necessarily have the best interest of the patient in mind as patients can be exposed to more harm from unnecessary procedures and tests thus leading to the greater chance for a medical error to occur. Unnecessary medical procedures and exams also create excessive stress for the patient and can tarnish the quality of the physician-patient relationship making more patients more willing to sue when the physician-patient relationship is severed. In 2003 a study was done by researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health and the Columbia Law School to examine the prevalence of defensive medicine and the characteristics typically associated with defensive medicine. The researchers created a survey and distributed it to 1,333 physicians in Pennsylvania, in which 824 physicians completed the survey. The results were significant in that 93% of participants reported that they either sometimes or often engaged in one of the six forms of defensive medicine outlined within the survey which were; ordering more tests than medically
necessary, prescribing more medications than medically necessary, referring patients to other specialists unnecessarily, avoiding certain procedures, suggesting certain invasive procedures that may be unnecessary, and lastly avoiding caring for high-risk patients. 59% of participants reported that it was not uncommon for them to order more tests than medically necessary for their patients. The study was significant as it found that defensive medicine was prevalent in 9 out of 10 respondents. Medical students are also often taught to practice defensively by medicine as part of an informal curriculum within health care organizations. This is problematic because medical students and residents should be taught the importance of integrity and honesty, not dishonest behaviors that seek to only protect the physician from litigation. A survey conducted in 2010 of 202 fourth-year medical students and third-year medical residents at Northwestern University in Chicago found that 94 percent of students and 96 percent of residents saw examples of defensive medicine being practiced in their clinical training. Respondents reported that ordering more tests than medically necessary was a frequent occurrence within their clinical practice. 53 percent of residents also indicated that their attending physician explicitly taught them to take liability concerns into account when making clinical decisions. This is ethically problematic as healthcare organizations are allowing physicians within their organizations to teach residents that over-practicing medicine is better, even if it could lead to the possibility of more medical errors occurring. Instead, they should be teaching students about the importance of patient safety methods and proper accountability and communication methods for what to do if an error does occur. Medical errors have been discussed at length along with the code of secrecy surrounding medical errors in health care organizations as part of an informal curriculum within health care organizations. For the sake of this paper, it is imperative to understand the nature of medical errors and the silence that prevails when medical errors occur to understand how the current accountability measures are failing within health care organizations, which will be discussed next.

Current accountability measures

Hospitals and health care organizations rarely have systems in place to find the root cause of medical errors, and therefore cannot change the policies and practices that allowed the error to occur in the first place. Essentially, if medical staff and executives are not interested in how many medical errors are occurring at their own facilities, they won’t find out, and if they don’t find out how many medical errors are occurring within their health care organizations then they will never fix what’s wrong, thus creating a vicious cycle. This section of the paper will seek to review current accountability measures by investigating current health care organization disclosure procedures and national medical error disclosure procedures.

Health care organization disclosure procedures

One of the main issues with health care organizations and the notion of accountability is that although they may have several different types of medical error disclosure procedures, they often spend more time trying to cover errors up rather than providing education on medical error prevention. This section of the paper will seek to identify some of the current disclosure procedures such as self-reports, chart review, and morbidity and mortality conferences. Reviewing the current disclosure procedures will allow for a more critical evaluation of what needs to be done to help resolve this medical error epidemic further in this paper.

Incident reports

After the IOM report surfaced, many people within health care organizations attempted to implement reporting systems to help manage the medical error crisis. One way health care organizations attempted to defeat the medical error epidemics is through the implementation of self-reports and incident reports. Incident reports are meant to come from those employees who work in patient care such as nurses, pharmacists, and physicians rather than from other staff members such as supervisors. Incident reports rely on staff members to report, which typically does not willingly happen. Incident reports are typically a passive form of error reporting because medical personnel choose if they wish to report the incident. Although the notion of incident reporting is viable, there are still many problems that do not allow for current incident reporting measures to be effective. Incident reporting can be problematic because typically nurses tend to disclose errors far more than doctors who typically prefer to either not report at all or to report only through informal means such as telling a chief resident. Nurse reports outnumber physician incident reports 5 to 1. Incident reports also do not always make it to the correct hospital personnel for maximum improvement within the healthcare organization. Incident reports typically end up at the desk of the healthcare organizations risk manager who is mainly concerned with limiting the organizations legal risk, not improving the system from the roots up, so what the risk manager does with the information regarding medical errors will be vastly different than someone who is involved in medical error prevention would be. While each health care organization may have some form of incident reporting in place, it is not unlikely to assume that the reports are not effective in combating the medical error epidemic due to the design of these reporting systems and the lack of trust as a whole in the reporting systems. Allowing the incident reporting systems to be voluntary is also strongly influenced by many outside factors, such as recent conferences the medical team have attended or the amount of time they must report an error. Chart review will be discussed next.

Chart review

Another way to identify medical errors within health care organizations is through reviewing charts, which is what the Harvard Medical Practice Study members did to identify preventable adverse events for their report. However, chart review is not always favored because it is expensive and labor intensive. Poor charting by the medical staff can also make chart review difficult to conduct. Chart review may also not be completely reliable because if members of the medical staff are aware of this method, they may be likely to try to cover their errors by buffing the patient’s chart. Like chart review, some institutions use trigger tools to identify errors. Trigger tools essentially seek to track errors by looking for a response in care that signifies an error has occurred. For example, if a patient is given an overdose of medication, a trigger tool might be to look for the administration of corrective medicine to fix the error. When a trigger is found it often prompts a more thorough chart review to identify other errors. Chart review also begs the question of if administrative personnel should have to “dig up” errors as this method does not encourage medical staff to just report the errors as soon as they occur, which for ethical reasons, should be the standard in all health care organizations. The idea of morbidity and mortality conferences as an accountability measure will be discussed next.
Morbidity and mortality conferences

Morbidity and Mortality conferences address a key patient safety principle by allowing others to learn from mistakes. At morbidity and mortality conferences, errors are openly discussed by medical staff members. The point of morbidity and mortality conferences is to acknowledge errors that have occurred within the healthcare system, so they can be in place within the organization. Root cause analysis teams require multiple people from multiple professions within the organization. They also require that the people who were a part of the error speak about the error. RCA committees are essential to preventing further medical errors, but RCA committees are insignificant if the reporting mechanisms within a healthcare organization are not up to par.

Morbidity and mortality conferences could potentially be fruitful in combating the medical error epidemic, yet they have not been perfected. Morbidity and mortality conferences often consist of only physicians, leaving out other important members of the medical staff team that may have insight and stories to share regarding medical errors. These conferences also typically only focus on one discipline such as surgery or intensive care medicine. Presenters at morbidity and mortality conferences must also trust that the information they present is confidential. Another problem with morbidity and mortality conferences is that they are typically not found outside of academic hospitals or in outpatient settings due to a perceived lack of time and expertise. We have discussed the major current health care organization error accountability measures and it can be concluded that while these accountability measures do not completely fail they could also be improved upon in an effort to reduce the amount of errors occurring within health care organizations. The current accountability measures also have too many loopholes and are not mandatory creating a large gap between the errors that occur and the errors that are reported. The next section of the paper will discuss national accountability efforts.

Problems with current accountability measures

Some of the most popular medical error accountability measures have been discussed; this section of the paper will seek to discuss why those error accountability measures have failed. In most American businesses when a mistake is made those mistakes must be reported, recorded, and resolved. Yet although congressional hearings took place after the IOM report came out no health care executives reported, recorded, and resolved. While voluntary reporting systems are useful in identifying near misses, mandatory reporting systems must also be implemented within health care organizations. Mandatory reporting systems should focus on detecting errors that have caused serious patient harm or death. Appropriate follow up action should be taken to resolve the root cause of the medical error. For mandatory and voluntary reporting systems to be effective follow up action must be taken.

Lack of standardization

Another problem with reporting systems within health care organizations is that there is no standardization on how to report, what to report, and who to report to. While there is currently no nationwide mandatory reporting system standardization of state wide reporting systems could help to pave the way for a necessary nationwide mandatory reporting system. Standardizing state wide reporting systems would allow for the data collected to be combined, tracked, and analyzed over the course of time. If there are no consistent methods for collecting data across all health care organizations the data cannot be properly analyzed and aggregated into meaningful interpretations. A standardized format also allows for communication to occur with consumers and purchasers about patient safety both locally and nationally. Standardization would also lessen the encumbrance on health care organizations that operate in different states. A standardized error reporting system could greatly reduce the number of adverse events that occur within health care organizations by detecting systematic problems and trends.

Fear of discoverability

The fear of litigation can sometimes have a significant influence on the behavior of health care providers. Health care providers may be vigilant when providing information that they believe could be used against them. The fear of litigation can have profound effects on medical error reporting systems, often deterring medical staff members from reporting at all. Anonymous error reports may encourage staff members to report errors, but they do not allow for necessary follow up questions to take place. Confidential reporting systems are ideal because they contain information necessary for follow up questions but shield the reporter from discoverability in litigation. The main concern with confidential reporting is that the reporter must feel confident that the information will remain private. Open reporting systems are the least popular in the medical field as all information is open to the public and possible litigation. This section of the paper has identified several popular error disclosure methods within health care organizations and it has also identified why those disclosure methods often fail. While it is easy to point out the problems concerning accountability in health care organizations a solution to those problems must also be presented; the final portion of this paper will seek to identify solutions for improving accountability.

Solutions for improving accountability

This portion of the paper seeks to provide attainable solutions that could help improve the accountability measures within health care
organizations which would thus reciprocate into better medical error analyses, better root cause analyses; which would help to minimize that amount of medical errors that occur, especially typically recurrent errors. While it might be nearly impossible to eliminate medical errors completely, what happens after an error occurs is equally important. The American Medical Association holds that it is every physician’s ethical responsibility to report medical errors, yet concrete professional accountability standards must be enacted within health care organizations. Two solutions for improving accountability will be identified; improving communication strategies and improving disclosure procedures, both of which must work simultaneously together to achieve maximum results.

Improving communication strategies

Open, transparent, and honest communication are the keys to success and long-lasting doctor-patient relationships in health care, yet typically when a medical error occurs open, transparent, and honest communication ceases. Yet, research shows that patients and family members desire full and honest communication from the medical staff following a medical error; whether it was a serious error, a minor error, or even a near miss. Patients and family members typically want to know what happened, why it happened, and what will be done so the error does not occur again. While any medical error can elicit both physical and emotional pain and suffering patients and family members report less suffering from medical errors if good communication is maintained with the physician. Good communication can also increase the likelihood that the patient or family members view the adverse event as a true mistake rather than a lack of competence. This portion of the paper will identify three communication strategies to help improve accountability; the power of apology, state-wide “I’m sorry” laws, and the coaching model.

The power of apology

Although the American health care system has adopted the deny and defend method when it comes to medical error apology, it is important to recognize the true power of apology. As it has been previously noted this deny and defend culture is long standing, it is encouraged by many health care organizations, it is taught in medical schools and physician’s lawyers often counsel physicians to stop all communication with a patient if an error occurs. Yet, this mindset is completely flawed and erroneous. When a physician apologizes after an error occurs it can help to heal the relationships that have been damaged by the error. Physician apologies often restore trust in the physician-patient relationship and typically lower the likelihood of a lawsuit. Much research shows that patients are less likely to sue a physician if they have been honest with them and if they have expressed sincere regret regarding medical mistakes or poor outcomes. When patients and families are denied this transparency, they seek other means of healing and other ways of finding out what went wrong through litigation to open the communication they were denied. There are essentially four “r’s necessary for an apology to be sincere; recognition regret, responsibility, and remedy. It is first important to recognize when it is necessary to offer an apology. It is important to show the patient or family members that the physician regrets the error in an empathetic way. It is important that responsibility is taken for the error, in which case there are often many parties involved and thus hold some degree of responsibility for the error. Lastly, an authentic apology must offer a remedy to the error, this could be compensation when necessary or a promise to review and fix systematic problems that allowed for the error to occur in the first place. When offering an apology it is important to note that an expression of empathy is not necessarily an expression of fault or guilt. The power of apology in medicine leads to an even bigger issue; the need for state-wide “I’m sorry laws” to be implemented, which will be discussed next.

State-wide “I’m sorry laws”

Another valiant solution to help aid the medical error epidemic and to improve communication is the implementation of state-wide I’m sorry laws. I’m sorry laws allow physicians to disclose information to patients, family members, and healthcare organizations when an adverse event occurs instead of denying and defending medical errors. There are currently 36 states with I’m sorry laws implemented which prohibit certain statements and evidence from being admissible in a medical malpractice lawsuit when a physician apologizes for a medical error. Sorry Works! is an initiative that has been put in place to assist health care organizations in their transition to a transparent organization with open communication by implementing apology and disclosure infrastructures into organizations. Sorry Works! Can be very successful for health care organizations because anger resulting from poor communication is often a key reason why people sue following a medical error. Sorry Works! Also helps to reduce the amount of errors that occur by creating an environment that welcomes transparency and thus errors can be better analyzed and necessary system changes can be implemented. For any Sorry Works! Initiative to be successful leadership within the organization must fully be on board. A committee of appropriate staff members must also be established such as; doctors, nurses, legal counsel, risk management, and administration to develop communication and disclosure policy and procedures regarding medical errors. Lastly, the entire health care organization must be educated on the initiative through specific seminars geared towards each profession. The final goal should be to implement a Sorry Works! program, not a single policy; as policies typically sit on shelves and programs are used daily. Having state-wide I’m sorry laws implemented by congress could further validate the Sorry Works! initiative by giving medical staff the peace of mind that their apologies would not be discoverable in court. A final way to improve communication regarding errors is using the coaching model, which will be discussed next.

The coaching model

The coaching model works simultaneously with the power of apology and “sorry” initiatives. The notion of disclosure coaches was developed at Harvard’s Children’s Hospital where it was decided that there should be specifically trained disclosure coaches who are available to the medical staff 24-7. The National Quality Forum (NQF) also mentioned the need for disclosure coaches in their safe practice guidelines. The NQF recognized that disclosure coaches should be well known within the health care organization and they should have excellent negotiation and people skills. Disclosure coaches should be capable of counseling their colleagues through perhaps difficult conversations. Disclosure coaches must also know how and when to integrate other members of the institution such as the hospitals risk management team or quality and safety. Some institutions are even combining their ethics consultations services with their disclosure coaching services and creating a communication consultation service. This section of the paper has sought to provide a viable solution for increasing accountability with medical errors in health care organizations, another solution; improving disclosure procedures will be discussed next.
Improving disclosure procedures

Having open communication strategies when it comes to medical errors is essential for improving disclosure procedures. To improve disclosure procedures, the medical staff within health care organizations must first adopt the effective communication strategies previously discussed. This portion of the paper will seek to identify how disclosure procedures within health care organizations can be improved by examining the The Lexington Model, blame free reporting, and employee performance standards.

The lexington model

The Veterans Affairs medical center in Lexington, Kentucky, pilots a fair-compensation and transparency policy. The programs full disclosure policy essentially includes helping victims of medical errors file compensation claims without initiating any sort of outside litigation. The Lexington model prides itself on truth telling, when the organization determines that a patient has been injured because of a medical error they describe what happened, offer an apology, accept responsibility, discuss measures to prevent future errors, and offer compensation and further medical treatment as necessary. The hospital staffs graciously complies with this program because they believe it is the right thing to do. The Lexington model has improved error reporting for the VA which has improved other patient safety measures. Part of the reason that The Lexington Model has been so successful is its inherent blame free nature. The notion of blame free reporting will be discussed next.

Blame free reporting

Healthcare organizations that adopt an environment of blaming individuals often will not get their medical staff to report errors because the providers will naturally fear punishment. Healthcare organizations are responsible for making providers feel safe in reporting errors. Blame and punish environments often do not receive many error reports and a lack of reports means that errors cannot be investigated to prevent reoccurrences. It has been found that healthcare providers are more likely to report errors when they feel it is beneficial to do so, when they feel that there are quality management processes in place, when they feel that they are working in an environment that is patient centered, and when they are satisfied with their job. Healthcare providers are more likely to report errors when they receive feedback regarding the error from appropriate management and when the process to report an error is not overly burdensome. Blame free organizations must accept the notion that many errors are the result of system failures which need to be re-evaluated. Blaming and punishing individuals for medical errors essentially compromise system improvement, because individuals who fear they will be punished for an error will be less likely to disclose that an error occurred. There are of course reckless errors which should never be tolerated and thus punishment is necessary. Reckless errors typically breach the fiduciary bond between the patient and the physician. Reckless errors deviate from the standard of care and expose the patient to an unnecessary amount of harm. Reckless errors may even be intentional.

Employee performance standards

Another way to improve disclosure procedures within health care organizations is to create employee performance standards in the form of 360-degree evaluations. Organizations should establish performance standards for staff members and it must be known that those providers who do not live up to those standards will no longer be employed by the healthcare organization. Implementing a 360-degree evaluation would also be helpful in identifying those medical care providers who may be facing problems. A 360-degree evaluation allows peers, staff, and supervisors to grade physicians, this can allow for leaders to anonymously identify those people within the organization that may need assistance with improving patient safety. This method has proven to be successful as one study found that 50 percent of physicians changed their behavior after learning that they had received several complaints. Lastly, organizations should make remediation programs available to staff members who may need them, such as substance abuse counseling and psychiatric care. 360-degree evaluations allow for colleagues to disclose information about fellow physicians to administrative staff to help those physicians improve in patient safety and thus hopefully be less likely to make a medical error.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to examine how improved accountability measures within health care organizations can help to moderate the current medical error epidemic that America is facing. The argument in this paper was threefold; first the notion of medical errors was examined in depth, next current accountability measures within healthcare organizations were discussed, and lastly solutions for creating an environment which fosters a positive atmosphere of accountability was discussed. This paper first sought to argue that there is indeed a medical error epidemic. Researchers have concluded that medical errors are so prevalent they should be listed as the third leading cause of death in the United States. The medical error epidemic is essentially a vicious cycle of repetitive errors that stems from a veil of secrecy within health care organizations. Medical errors are often kept secret because health care organizations allow this behavior in an effort to avoid litigation. Although this fear or litigation was discredited by The Harvard Law Study in 2006 which found the amount of medical litigation that actually occurs is over exaggerated. This paper suggests that better accountability measures, communication, and disclosure procedures may be the key to creating an environment where medical professionals can feel comfortable reporting errors without the fear of litigation, and thus the root cause of errors can be better analyzed. It has been suggested that adopting a blame free environment within health care organizations is really imperative to defeating the medical error epidemic as an environment which places blame on individuals for systematic mistakes is really counter-productive in decreasing medical errors. Several models, policies, and programs such as The Lexington Model, Sorry Works!, apology laws, and employee performance standards were discussed as solutions to helping create transparent environments within health care organizations. The solution to the medical error epidemic lies in a particularly elementary notion that if we are not willing to learn from our mistakes, our mistakes will repeat themselves, yet health care organizations must be supportive in allowing their medical staff members to do what is ethically correct by fostering an environment of transparency.
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